SUMMER STUDENTSHIPS: CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

AWARD DETAILS

The funding opportunity, sponsored by the Alberta Cancer Foundation, is limited to students who are registered in an undergraduate training program and who will be under the supervision of members of the Scientific or Medical Staff of Alberta Health Services or the University of Alberta during the period of the award. The supervisor must also be a member of CRINA.

Candidates must be one of the following:
1. exceptional high school students with records of participation in the healthcare system, and a clear interest in pursuing a health research career providing they present evidence of registration in or application to an appropriate undergraduate program;
2. registered in an undergraduate degree program;
3. students who are completing their final year of undergraduate training are eligible providing they present evidence of application to graduate or medical school;
4. registered in a medical degree program (some of these students will already hold an undergraduate or graduate degree).

The term of the award is a two (2) to four (4) month continuous period (May 1 to August 31).

The award provides stipend support in the amount of $1,300 per month for up to four (4) months and will be prorated for shorter periods. Stipend payments are made through the research services office.

AVAILABLE SUMMER STUDENTSHIPS FOR 2017 (Four in total):

Betty K Brown (1 award): Applicant who has identified their research interests in the area of Cancer Research, with preference to breast cancer, if possible.

Cathy Compton McNabb (1 award): Applicant who has identified their cancer research interests in the area of Leukemia Research in northern Alberta, where no suitable candidate exists, a student selection at the discretion of the Foundation in any discipline.

Victor-Osten (1 award): Applicant with an interest in Cancer Research.

Lynda Doiron (1 award): Applicant who has identified their interests in the area of cancer research

APPLICATION DETAILS

Please Submit Applications to the AIHS/URI competition (http://www.uri.ualberta.ca/ApplyForFunding/AIHSSummerStudentships.aspx) run through the FOMD at the University of Alberta. The top qualifying applicants will be selected through this adjudication process.